
"The difference between the ordinary and extraordinary is the little 'extra' "- colours of malta





Malta, without a shadow of a doubt, is a great island destination full of culture, 
character and traditions .

BUT every time one steps onto the island of Gozo, 
one feels the need to express their feelings of tranquillity … Gozo is special!

What is it that makes Gozo so special? Why does it feel so different to Malta? 
It’s greener. It’s quieter. It’s more traditional. It’s freer  & calmer. It’s sincerer.

It is like time stood still in Gozo – one can still Feel the authenticity of the Island, 
Watch the farmers still working their land, Experience buildings still being built with limestone, 

Listen to the original Gozitan accent , Smell local bread being baked in old bakeries 
apart from the Views of large masses of unspoilt greenery still present on the island.

WHY GOZO? 



Life in Gozo
Gozo is the second-largest island in the Maltese archipelago. With an area of 67km2 it has a population of around 31,000 

and is thus less developed and less densely populated than its sister island. Compared to Malta, it is more rural and is 
renowned for its scenic hills, which feature in local poetry, literature and even on the island’s coat of arms.

For those who love the countryside, there are plenty of lovely walks with good views available in all parts of the island. And, 
depending on your preferences, you can opt for an easy walk or a hiking terrain.

Gozo is a popular choice for weekend breaks – there are many idyllic farmhouses available for short lets and a good variety 
of hotels to choose from. It is also popular for retirement and even, for those who can afford it, as a location for second 

homes and holiday homes.
Some people will say that, because it is just nine by five miles, then everyone must know everyone else and that this can 
become claustrophobic. However the good thing about living in Gozo is that you can choose whether you want to have a 

busy social life or keep to yourself. If you choose to be solitary then people do respect your need for privacy.

Property Hot Spots
Three of the most popular locations in Gozo are Marsalforn, Xlendi and its capital Victoria. As in Malta, property-seekers will 
find a choice of homes and can opt for restored farmhouses tucked away in the quieter corners of the island or can choose 
from a number of new, modern properties finely furnished and which look on to some of the island’s breathtaking scenery.

Entertainment
Of course, although life on Gozo may be slower and more relaxed, it is far from boring and there are often art exhibitions, 
classical concerts and music gigs held in various locations around the island. And speaking of music, Gozo is synonymous 

with opera. The island has two opera houses – situated practically opposite each other – which have become renowned for 
their annual grand operatic concerts and which have featured big stars, including the Maltese Islands’ very own 

internationally renowned tenor Joseph Calleja.
For the more adventurous, Gozo is fast becoming a popular location for diving and water sports enthusiasts. Indeed both 

Malta and Gozo are regularly ranked highly for dives.
There are eight diving schools in Gozo alone and divers will love to experience the underwater attractions such as caves, 

rock formations and wrecks.
There are dives for people of all kinds of experience levels, from first timers to professional divers..

A BIT ABOUT GOZO



Gozo Must Sees 

The Azure Window
The Salt Pans

The Citadel in Victoria
Ta’ Pinu Church

Xlendi Bay
Mgarr ix – Xini



MGARR IX - XINI



GOZO’S IMPOSING COASTLINE



AZZURE WINDOW



World famous! 
Gozo's stunning Azure Window is named the 'most Instagrammed' location

in the Maltese Islands in 2015

FUN FACT



MARSALFORN SALT PANS



VICTORIA’S CITADELLA



For more info on Gozo or tailor made day programmes or 3 day programmes
Contact us on incentives@com.com.mt

AND MUCH MORE…

mailto:incentives@com.com.mt

